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Previous research has shown that the formation of temporary, logical manufacturing cells in a job shop, overcomes
problems of high setup frequency typically found in job shops. In addition, this form of cellular configuration is more
flexible than tranditional, group technology based cellular configurations. This research demonstrates that an added
benefit of a dynamic cellular configuration is that it simplifies production scheduling, eliminating the need for more
complex dispatching rules. In particular, it eliminates the need for further setup reduction when scheduling parts from the
same family. Improvements in performance when employing setup reduction are shown to occur only when the premium
associated with intra-family setup reduction is very high, and are attributable to reductions in flow time variance.
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INTRODUCTION
ALTHOUGH BATCH producers continue to implement cellular manufacturing (CM) systems to improve production efficiency, some with reported success [23], it is still unclear how
effective such systems are. Several studies question reports that converting job shops using
process layouts to cellular layouts can yield improvements in throughput and due date
performance [4, 12, 22], concerns centering around the validity of the comparisons made.
Controlled comparisons suggest that few environments are conducive to successful CM
implementations [4, 13, 20] unless CM is implemented in a manner that would be hard to
replicate in a job shop [19-21]. Primary concerns regarding the suitability of CM for small
batch production are that it is inflexible to changes in demand patterns and to shifts in
workload patterns.
An alternative way to achieve the setup efficiencies of CM systems without compromis-ing
flexibility is to view cells not as permanent, physical structures, but as temporary, virtual
structures. Cells can be formed by using scheduling mechanisms to temporarily allocate
machines in a job shop to part families [7]. Cells are allowed to evolve and dissolve on a
dynamic, real time basis, enabling them to respond more effectively to changes in workload
and to shifts in the locations of bottlenecks. This way the setup efficiencies of cellular shops
are achieved while simultaneously exploiting the flexibility inherent in a job shop. This paper
shows that additional benefits of this form of cellular configuration are that shop floor control
is simplified, there is a diminished need for further setup reduction, and that decisions regarding the prioritization of individual jobs are made largely insignificant.
Routing parts outside their designated cells to reduce imbalances in utilization does offer the
potential for a cellular configuration to out-perform a process layout [20]. This however runs
counter to the objective of a cellular layout to simplify material handling and reduce setup
frequency.
LIMITATIONS OF GROUP TECHNOLOGY BASED CELLULAR MANUFACTURING

The conversion of a process layout to a cellular layout should yield several benefits. These
include lower flow times and reduced work in process inventory [5]. Though some empirical
evidence bears this out [23], its validity has been questioned on the grounds that the new and
existing systems are typically dissimilar enough to make direct comparison meaningless [4,
12, 22]. The time that elapses between operating the two systems allows changes in the
environment to take place, further compromising the validity of comparisons. In contrast,
comparisons made under more controlled conditions using simulation models consistently
suggest that cellular layouts perform well only under limited conditions. Specifically, they perform well only when setup and material handling times are very high and demand patterns are
stable [13]. Permanent machine dedication even in a process layout significantly hampers
routing flexibility, resulting in the build up of queues and thus poor flow time performance
[4]. These results have been verified analytically [20]. If processing efficiencies are obtained
in a cellular configuration, e.g. setup times and lot sizes reduced [20], processing times
reduced [21], or jobs split into smaller transfer batches to facilitate simultaneous processing on
multiple machines [19], the configuration can be made to outperform an otherwise similar job
shop. However, this adds to the problem of comparing dissimilar systems. In addition, these
improvements still fail to address the inability of CM to respond effectively to changes in
demand patterns.
Attempts to improve CM performance have also been made using shop floor control procedures though with limited success. The use of group scheduling rules that recognize
sequence dependencies improves performance [16], though not to the extent that performance
is comparable to that of a process layout [3].
DYNAMIC CELLULAR MANUFACTURING

In a dynamic cellular manufacturing (DCM) configuration, machines are allocated to part
families rather than individual jobs, as is the case in a traditional cellular configuration. Unlike
a traditional cellular configuration, however, this allocation is neither permanent, nor does it
involve physical re-organization of an existing job shop. Idle machines are assigned to
families that have an immediate need to use them, with priority going to those families which
do not currently have access to a machine of the type in question. As long as batches of parts
from this family reside in the current queue, they have priority over other batches in
dispatching decisions. Once the machine is no longer needed by the family or the family has
access to multiples of the machine type, the machine is relinquished and made available to
other families that require its use but lack access to a machine of this type. If no such families
exist, the machine remains allocated to the current family. As machines from different process
departments are allocated to families, family specific routings develop through the shop
similar to those found in traditional manufacturing cells. However, these routings can evolve
over time in response to changes in demand patterns and machine availability. The result is a
mechanism to promote the formation and dissolution of manufacturing cells based on an
efficient allocation of machine resources to part families. DCM thus represents an alternative
to traditional cellular systems. It is therefore a potential manufacturing configuration for
industries as diverse as machine tools, medical equipment and office furniture, as well as
others where production is carried out in a batch mode.
An earlier study [7] showed that this configuration yields better flow time, work in process
and due date performance than traditional cellular or job shops over a range of conditions. A
fundamental characteristic of DCM illustrated by the study is its reduction of the frequency of
major (inter-family) setups similar to that found in traditional cellular systems. The study did
not however indicate whether further setup reduction once a machine has been allocated to a
family is of additional benefit. In other words, is there any advantage to be gained from

scheduling batches using rules employing the repetitive lots (RL) or similar logic [6]. These
require that all batches of the same part in a queue be processed in sequence prior to a setup
change. Such a situation can arise if the queue contains different orders for the same part or if
batches are split into smaller transfer batches in order to improve material flow. This logic
yielded significant performance improvements in traditional job shop [6] and cellular
environments [3]. If further setup reduction improves performance in a shop employing DCM,
one should seek to implement scheduling schemes that facilitate this. However, if it is of
limited or no benefit, this eliminates the need to use more complex scheduling rules instead of
simpler, traditional dispatching rules. This in turn reduces the potential for batches to be
delayed if a large number of batches requiring the current shop have priority.
This study will investigate whether intra-family setup reduction significantly affects the
performance of DCM systems and if so, under what conditions. This will be accomplished by
simulating the performance of DCM under a variety of conditions where there are different
premiums associated with this type of setup reduction. The experimental design includes five
experimental factors. Two of these, DCM implementation and dispatching rule, define
scheduling conditions within the shop. The remaining factors, major setup time ratio, minor
setup time ratio, and batch size, are factors that can be expected to affect the impact of intrafamily setup reduction.
EXPERIMENTAL FACTORS
DCM implementation
Idle machines are allocated to part families using one of two heuristics. Machines are allocated
either to the family with the lowest average slack per batch in the current queue (FAMS), or to
the family requiring the fewest additional machines to complete a cell (MINM) that meets the
processing needs of all family members. While FAMS considers only batches in the current
queue when machine allocation decisions are made, MINM considers production activity in all
other departments, allowing it to make a more conscious, active attempt to form cells. These
heuristics performed well in the earlier study [7].
Dispatching rule

Four dispatching rules are used to sequence batches of parts from the same part family. These
consist of two traditional dispatching rules that have been shown to perform well in both job
and cellular shops [1, 14], shortest processing time (SPT), and minimum slack (SLK), as well
as the repetitive lots counterparts of these rules (SPT-RL, SLK-RL). By including these
variants of the dispatching rules, the impact of intra-family setup reduction can be ascertained.
Major setup time

The performance of DCM systems has been shown to depend on the magnitude of major setup
time [7]. To capture this effect, two levels of setup time/run time (S/R) ratio are examined. At
the low level, major setup time is 11.33 min, and at the high level it is 22.66min. These
correspond to S/R ratios of 1/3 and 2/3 respectively [9] and are typical of those found in
practice [23].
Minor setup time

The benefit of intra-family setup reduction can be expected to depend in part on how long
these setups take since this defines how much productive capacity is sacrificed when a minor

setup is incurred. Two levels of the ratio of minor to major setup time (M/M) are examined to
address this issue. At the low level, minor setup time is one-quarter of the major setup time
[4], and at the high level it is one-half of the major setup time [13]. These ratios are again
similar to those observed in industry [23].
Batch size

It is reasonable to expect that the benefits of intra-family setup reduction will depend on how
long batches must wait if others must be processed ahead of them. This will vary with changes
in batch size. Three batch sizes are examined in this study. The default batch size is 100 [7]. In
addition, batch sizes of 50 and 200 are considered [6].
For comparative purposes, the shop is also observed when operated as a traditional job shop
(JS). In other words, at each process department batches are sequenced solely according to
processing time or slack with no regard to family affiliation. To more accurately represent the
operation of an actual job shop and to compensate for the fact that as described, it employs no
setup reduction, batches of the same part are processed in sequence prior to invoking the SPT
or SLK dispatching rules.
SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES
A simulation method of a hypothetical, 30 machine job shop similar to [13] was used to carry
out the study. The shop consists of eight process departments, each containing three or four
identical machines. Forty distinct parts belonging to one of five different part families are
produced. Orders arrive according to a Poisson process with the mean inter-arrival rate
established to yield average shop utilization of 80% when family allocation is based on the
MINM heuristic and SPT dispatching is used. Orders are for a single batch of one part. Each
part requires between two and six operations with no more than one in a given department.
Operation processing times are normally distributed with a mean of 34.33 min and a standard
deviation of 0.25 min for a batch of size 100. Due dates are established using the total work
content method with an allowance of three times the estimated total processing time [1].
Forklift trucks are used to transport parts at a rate of 5mph. Loading and unloading times are
uniformly distributed in the interval (1,5).
Three performance measures are observed, the mean and standard deviation of flow time, and
mean tardiness. These allow insights to be gained into the impact of setup reduction on both
flow time and due date performance. Simulation run conditions were established using pilot
runs to identify the initialization period [18], and batch size to ensure independence [8] and
normality of batch means [2]. Common random numbers were used for all input processes but
one to reduce variance while maintaining independence [11]. The simulation model was
written using the SIMAN simulation language [15] and user written FORTRAN sub-routines.
RESULTS

Treatment means for the three performance measures are presented in Tables 1-3. Analyses of
variance indicated that for each performance measure, all main and most interaction effects are
significant (ct =0.05). To illustrate the behavior of the scheduling mechanisms under the
different setup time and batch size conditions examined, Tukey multiple comparisons of
treatment means were carried out separately for each batch size, of each combination of shop
configuration and dispatching rule for all combinations of setup time condition (Tables 4-6).
Treatments grouped together are those with statistically insignificant differences in mean
performance.

Regardless of batch size and setup time conditions, the DCM configurations clearly yield
better mean flow time performance than a traditional job shop environment (Table 4). This is
consistent with the results of the previous study [7]. The one exception is when batch size is
200 and S/R and M/M ratios are 1/3 and 1/2 respectively. Under these conditions, though the
job shop yields the highest mean flow times, performance is statistically indistinguishable
from that of the DCM implementations. More importantly however, there is little to be gained
from the use of repetitive lots based scheduling in a DCM environment. Even when conditions
are most conducive to setup reduction using RL (high setup times, small batch sizes), its use
typically yields only marginally lower flow times, but any differences are not statistically
significant. The only such occasion when the use of RL based scheduling does yield a
significant improvement over the corresponding non-RL dispatching rule is when the
FAMS/SPT implementation is used (Fig. 1). Under other setup time and batch size scenarios,
RL scheduling again yields small, statistically insignificant differences in performance.
The results for the standard deviation of flow time are largely similar to those for mean flow
time (Table 5). Except when batch size is 100 or greater, the job shop yields the poorest
performance. The use of RL scheduling yields lower, but in general not statistically lower flow
time variance. However, when the SPT dispatching rule is used, the use of RL does yield
significantly lower flow time variance when using DCM. This occurs for all batch sizes when
S/R and M/M ratios are 1/3 and 1/2 respectively and the MINM/SPT implementation is used,
and when the FAMS/SPT or MINM/SPT implementations are used with both S/R and M/M
ratios at their high levels (Fig. 2). By reducing intra-family setup frequency, RL scheduling
reduces the impact of a major source of flow time variance. With RL scheduling, total batch
processing time at a machine (operation processing time + intra-family setup time) for most
batches consists solely of the operation processing time. When RL scheduling is not used,
identical batches may on occasion be processed in sequence without the need for an additional
intra-family setup. However, in many cases, an additional setup will be required.

The result is an increase in the variance of total batch processing times. This also explains the
differences, though insignificant, in mean flow time performance. When SPT dispatching is
used, incorporation of the RL logic also serves to prevent discrimination against batches with
long operation processing times by increasing their priority if they require the current minor
setup. This reduces the impact of another source of variance, thus the greater impact of RL
when SPT dispatching is used.
The results for mean tardiness are again similar (Table 6), though with more modest
advantages associated with the use of DCM. The use of RL scheduling can improve the due
date performance of DCM but only under certain conditions when both S/R and M/M ratios
are at their high levels. This can occur when batch size is 50 or 100 and either the FAMS/SPT
or MINM/SPT implementation is used, or when batch size is 200 and the MINM/SPT
implementation is used (Fig. 3). This can again be attributed to the variance reduction
properties of RL described above.
IMPLICATIONS OF DCM FOR BATCH SCHEDULING
The relatively small impact of intra-family setup reduction in a DCM environment unlike that
observed in traditional job shop and cellular environments, suggests that the use of DCM
reduces the impact of dispatching decisions. Only when setup times are high does the use of
repetitive lots-based scheduling yield any significant advantage over traditional dispatching
rules, and here too, only under certain conditions. The use of RL based scheduling is effective
in reducing flow time variance which in turn yields improved due date performance.

However, mean flow time is not improved when minor setup frequency is reduced. Even when
the use of RL does reduce flow time variance, it does so under conditions which are inherently
vulnerable to high flow time variance, namely when SPT dispatching is used. When SLK
dispatching is used, the use of RL does nothing to improve performance. This suggests that the
use of RL based scheduling itself adds no value, rather it only acts to reduce the impact of
problems that are felt in its absence.
An additional observation is that under those conditions where the use of RL does yield
performance improvements, these improvements occur regardless of batch size. As suggested
earlier, one might expect intra-family setup reduction to be advantageous when the magnitude
of setup time relative to batch processing time is large. However, this appears not to be the
case. This suggests either that it is the magnitude of setup time alone that is critical in defining
whether the use of RL will be beneficial, or that the ratio of minor setup time to batch
processing time must be decreased further (batch size increased) to eliminate the benefits of
intra-family setup reduction.
The limited effect of intra-famity setup reduction clearly illustrates the impact DCM has on
scheduling decisions. Dispatching schemes are typically used to smooth shop load and manage
due dates once jobs have been released to the shop. DCM, by facilitating a more efficient
distribution of machine resources, implicitly reduces much of the variance found on the shop
floor. D C M acts as a buffer between the order release and shop floor scheduling systems,
thereby assuming some of the order release system's responsibility for maintaining an even
load and efficient utilization of resources. The result is to eliminate the need for more complex
schemes for prioritizing individual jobs similar to the impact of order review and release
mechanisms [10]. What is also apparent from the results is that how machines are allocated to
families is not as critical as the fact that they are allocated primarily to families and not jobs.
This coupled with the fact that whether SPT or SLK job dispatching is used makes little
difference implies that instead of machine allocation decisions being made each time a job is
completed, decisions can be made less frequently without a significant penalty being incurred.
In addition to simplifying the job of the scheduler, this brings added stability to shop floor
control activities.
CONCLUSIONS

With product life cycles shortening and demand patterns becoming more complex, there is an
increasing need for manufacturing systems that can respond to a dynamic environment, and
for more efficient and effective resource allocation. DCM meets these needs by decreasing the
frequency of resource allocation decisions with respect to machine resources, while
simultaneously reducing the impact of making poor decisions. From the shop floor manager's
perspective, the use of DCM not only decreases the frequency of scheduling decisions, but it
reduces the number of variables that must be considered in making those decisions. No longer
must he be concerned about which specific jobs are in each queue. Instead he only needs to be
concerned about which family a machine is allocated to.
By emphasizing the use of more global shop information in making machine allocation
decisions as opposed to more local information, DCM also serves as a complement to the
planning system. Though not a substitute for good planning, this does alleviate problems
associated with order changes that can affect otherwise good schedules. Such changes can
significantly affect the ability to meet promised due dates. Furthermore, in the absence of an
adequate planning system, DCM can reduce the instability in shop load and thus erratic shop
performance that would occur, without the need for information that is not already available.
This allows customer requirements to be met in a more timely, effective manner.
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